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This report is a companion to a series of articles published by the Milwaukee Journal Sentinel as 
part of a collaboration with the Marquette Law School’s Lubar Center. Those articles include: 

• “Growing ‘land grab’ by out-of-state investment landlords raises questions for 
Milwaukee homeowners and neighborhoods,” by Mike Gousha and John Johnson, April 
15, 2021 

• “Out-of-state corporate landlords are gobbling up Milwaukee homes to rent out, and it's 
changing the fabric of some neighborhoods,” by Cary Spivak, April 15, 2021 

• “Thousands of Milwaukee homes are no longer owned by city residents in a massive 
transfer of wealth since the Great Recession,” by Mike Gousha and John Johnson, 
January 30, 2020 

 
Please contact John Johnson at john.d.johnson@marquette.edu with any questions about the 
content of this report. 
  



Introduction 
The late 2000s Housing Crisis hit Milwaukee hard, and the uneven recovery since then 

has exacerbated racial divides. Homeownership of Milwaukee’s houses fell 11 percentage 
points across the entire city, but declines exceeded 20 points in the far north and northwestern 
parts of the city. These same majority Black neighborhoods are also where the recovery has 
been weakest, both in terms of homeownership and home values. So, who purchased the over 
20,000 thousand homes that entered the rental market since 2005? Mostly people not from 
Milwaukee. Landlords headquartered inside the city limits now own fewer than half of 
Milwaukee’s rented houses, with Suburban landlords and out-of-state investor buyers 
massively expanding their holdings. Investment by individuals and corporations located outside 
Wisconsin has been the driving force behind Milwaukee’s rental market since the late 2010s. 
These new, deep-pocketed buyers are adapting a business model used by Wall Street-backed 
investors in the Sunbelt to create new opportunities in the Rust Belt. 
 Milwaukee was initially passed over by institutional investors due to a constellation of 
undesirable characteristics. In contrast to metropolitan areas with significant job and 
population growth such as Atlanta, Phoenix, and Las Vegas, Milwaukee has stagnating 
population growth, older housing stock riddled with lead paint, and harsh winters. But as recent 
investors seem to have realized, Milwaukee’s housing market has two characteristics that affect 
profit margins enough to override these other concerns. Houses in Milwaukee are very cheap, 
and rents are, comparatively speaking, quite high. 
 Thousands of Milwaukeeans switching from homeowning to renting has not appreciably 
reduced housing costs. On the contrary, the people renting most single-family homes and even 
some duplexes are spending considerably more each month in rent than they would spend as 
homeowners of the same property, even after accounting for extra costs like insurance, taxes, 
and routine maintenance. 
 Milwaukee has an extremely compressed rental spectrum. Rents for cheap properties 
are only a little cheaper than rents for more expensive houses. While this isn’t unique, it is 
more extreme here than in most of America. This is another harmful consequence of the city’s 
extreme Black-white racial segregation which artificially limits the housing supply for Black 
residents. This skewed ratio between rents and home values allows landlords to make the 
largest profits in poor neighborhoods. At the same time, it suggests a partial solution which 
could help thousands of Milwaukee renters reduce their cost burden, improve their housing 
stability, and build wealth. I estimate more than half of Milwaukeeans currently renting single-
family homes would save hundreds of dollars each month as homeowners. 
 Section 1 of this report provides an overview of Milwaukee’s housing stock and gives a 
demographic profile of its renters. Section 2 documents the decline of owner occupancy across 
the city during the Housing Crisis. Section 3 examines the landlords who entered Milwaukee’s 
market during that period. Section 4 weights Milwaukee’s experience against the national 
increase in single-family renters since the Great Recession. Section 5 details potential landlord 
profits, showing why Milwaukee is a particularly lucrative market. Section 6 models 
homeowner expenses and finds that rents often greatly exceed them. The report concludes 
with a discussion of the kinds of actions needed to make homeownership for more Milwaukee 
residents achievable. Each section is paired with an appendix at the end of the report which 
includes additional information and statistical explanations.   



Section 1: Overview of Milwaukee Property, homeowners, and renters 
 Most people in Milwaukee live in a house, not an apartment building. By “house,” I 
mean the kind of property a family might buy to live in. This can include single-family homes, 
duplexes, triplexes, or condominiums in a multi-unit structure.1 The table below shows the 
distribution of Milwaukee’s housing stock across various categories. Single-family homes 
dominate. They constitute 64% of parcels, 37% of units, and 52% of residential bedrooms in the 
City of Milwaukee. Duplexes are Milwaukee’s second most common housing type, holding over 
a quarter of all residential units. Many of Milwaukee triplexes (and even some condos) are 
converted duplexes. All told, houses (as defined above) occupy 97% of the city’s residential 
parcels and contain 72% of its units along with 86% of its bedrooms. This is consistent with 
census estimates that 54% of Milwaukee’s population lives in a single family home, while 
another 28 percent live in 2-4 unit buildings. Just 17 percent live an apartment building with 5 
or more units.2 
 

 
  

Milwaukee’s extant housing stock dates from three main periods. About a quarter of 
houses were built before 1920. Homes built in this period were typically cottages (4%), old-style 

 
1 Technically, “condominium” refers to the legal status of a property, not any architectural characteristics. Some 
duplexes in Milwaukee have been divided into two condominiums, which are legally separate parcels. 
2 Table B25033, American Community Survey 2015-19  



duplexes (11%), and other less definable turn-of-the-century single-family homes (12%). 
Cottages built in this period were sometimes later raised to include a small partially below-
grade unit in a style commonly known as a “Polish Flat.” Archetypal Milwaukee duplexes consist 
of upper and lower units with side-by-side front doors facing the street. 

Home construction in the 1920s favored bungalows, about half of which were bungalow 
duplexes. Construction nearly came to a halt in the 1930s. Consequently, bungalows in 
Milwaukee are concentrated in a narrow but dense belt encircling the older city core. Though 
located on small lots by today’s standards, these houses are typically sturdily built, often 
displaying hardwood built-in cabinets inside and skillful masonry outside. Their first owners 
were working class laborers transitioning into America’s nascent middle class thanks to growing 
real wages and innovations in construction and credit.3 The bungalow belt includes some of 
Milwaukee’s first neighborhoods designed with automobiles clearly in mind. 

Rapid construction resumed after World War II. Thirty-eight percent of the city’s current 
housing stock was built in the post-war building boom from 1945-1965. Initially Cape Cod 
homes predominated, but they were supplanted by the ubiquitous ranch home by the early 
1950s. Today, ranch homes make up about a quarter of Milwaukee’s entire housing stock, and 
Cape Cods add another 15%. Both styles are found in large numbers on the city’s sprawling 
northwest and southwest sides. Despite occupying larger city lots, these houses are typically 
smaller than those built in preceding decades. 

 

 
 

For the most part, Milwaukee grew steadily outward from its downtown core.4 Each 
general architectural style forms a ring of houses encircling the previous building boom. 
Subsequent population changes—including the Great Migration, white flight, Hispanic 
immigration, and refugee resettlement—all cut across these original demarcations of the urban 

 
3 Robert J. Gordon, The Rise and Fall of American Growth. (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2016), 108. 
4 “Rust Belt Makeover,” Big Lake Data, February 2014, accessed April 15, 2021. 



landscape. As a result, virtually every style and era of house hosts a diverse range of 
Milwaukee’s current residents. For instance, Milwaukee’s bungalow belt stretches from 
Atwater Beach in wealthy suburban Shorewood, across the majority-Black North Side, and 
through the diverse western neighborhoods of Washington Heights and Martin Drive. It 
continues its loop south through largely white working class West Allis and predominately 
Latino South Side neighborhoods before finishing near South Shore Park in recently gentrified 
Bay View.5 Every major racial and socioeconomic group in Milwaukee can be found in a 
bungalow. 
 Despite similarities in the kinds of houses they live in, the demographic traits of 
Milwaukee renters and homeowners show familiar divides. Citywide, census records show that 
about 1/3 of the city’s population lives in rented single family home or duplex, 22% in an 
apartment building, and 44% in an owner-occupied house. Children are more likely to live in a 
rented house. Forty-five percent of those under age 18 live in a rented house, 36 percent live in 
an owner-occupied house, and 19 percent live in an apartment building. Fifty-seven percent of 
Black children live in a rented house compared with 26 percent of white children, and 46% of 
Latino kids. Nineteen percent of Black children live in an owner-occupied house, compared to 
60% of white kids, and 33% of Latinos.  

 
 The median household renting a single family home or duplex has an income of $33,000, 
but there is significant variation in this group. The top third have an income of $45,000 or more, 
and the top quarter have incomes of at least $56,000.  

 
5 Bruce Murphy, “Is Milwaukee Becoming Gentrified?,” Urban Milwaukee, March 19, 2015, accessed April 15, 
2021. 



Section 2: Property ownership trends, Housing Crisis – now 
 From 1990 through 2005, a stable share of Milwaukee’s homes—about four in five—
remained occupied by their owner. That collapsed beginning in 2006. For the next decade, 
homeownership declined by about one percentage point of the entire housing stock each year. 
Just 68% of houses remained owner occupied in 2018. The collapse appears to have bottomed 
out. The city has now experienced two consecutive years of increases in owner-occupancy, 
increasing the owner-occupied total by about 1,300 since 2018. Still, the total number of 
owner-occupied dwellings at the end of 2020 was 13,900 fewer than the peak in 2005. 
 Home values crashed even harder than owner-occupancy rates, but they have also 
shown more signs of recovery. Adjusted for inflation, the median Milwaukee home hit its 
highest assessed value in 2006 at $163,000.6 Home values bottomed out in 2016 at $99,000—a 
decline of 39%. Since then, values have climbed each year. In fact, the median home 
assessment jumped 13% from 2019 to 2020—the largest year-over-year increase since the early 
2000s. 

 

 
 
 Owner occupancy rates declined almost everywhere in the city, but drops were steepest 
in majority-Black neighborhoods. Majority non-Hispanic white areas fared better. Eighty-one 
percent of homes in majority-white neighborhoods were owner-occupied in 2020, a decline of 
8 points since 2005. In mostly Latino neighborhoods the rate dropped 10 points, from 75% to 
65%. Predominately Black neighborhoods experienced owner-occupancy declines of 17 points. 
Prior to the Housing Crisis, Black and Latino neighborhoods had similar levels of 
homeownership, about 13 points below that of majority white neighborhoods. The Great 
Recession severely exacerbated this gap. Compared with the majority white areas of the city, 
owner occupancy was 16 points lower in Latino neighborhoods and 24 points lower in Black 
neighborhoods. 
 

 
6 Assessments for the year 2006 reflect home sale prices in 2005. Values are shown in 2020, inflation-adjusted 
dollars. 



 
 

 Property values also declined the most in Black and Latino parts of the city, both in 
absolute terms and as a proportion of home value. The assessed value of the median home in a 
majority Black neighborhood declined 26% from 2005 to 2020. In majority white 
neighborhoods, the median home value declined by 12%. 

 

 
 

 The maps below compare owner-occupancy rates across the city from 2005 to 2020. 
Majority Black areas are outlined in the map to the far right. The swaths of the city with the 
steepest declines are, broadly speaking, north of Capitol Avenue and west of 35th Street. Most 
of this area is included in the 1st, 2nd, and 7th Aldermanic Districts, which all saw 20+ point 
declines in owner-occupancy. The mildest declines occurred on the East Side, Downtown, the 
Far South Side, and the Southwest Side Panhandle, all of which saw declines of just 4 
percentage points. 



 
 
 Perhaps the best illustration of the disparate 
impact of Milwaukee’s Housing Crisis is the 
diverging paths of the 2nd and 14th districts. The 2nd 
District is located on the Northwest Side, bisected 
by Fond du Lac Avenue from roughly Capitol Drive 
on the south, to Mill Road on the North. The 14th 
District covers the popular neighborhood of Bay 
View and some of its immediate neighbors. 
 In 2005, 87% of the houses in the 2nd 
District were owner-occupied, compared with 84% 
in the 14th. A typical owner-occupied house in the 
2nd District was worth 77% of one in its 
southeastern counterpart. By 2020, owner-
occupancy in the 2nd District had fallen to 65% and 
the median owner-occupied house had lost 
$39,000 of value, adjusted for inflation. In contrast, 
owner-occupancy in the 14th District only declined 
to 78% and home values have entirely recovered, 
even posting slight gains compared with 2005. 
Today the typical owner-occupied house in the 14th 
District is worth nearly twice that of an owner-
occupied house in the 2nd. 
  



Section 3: Who bought all these houses? 
 At the end of 2020, a total of 41,500 Milwaukee homes were owned by landlords—
14,700 more than in 2005.7 Single family rentals (commonly abbreviated SFRs) make up the 
bulk of this increase at 9,800; followed by duplexes at 3,500; and condos at 1,400. This reflects 
some modest improvement over the last several years. The number of SFRs and rented 
duplexes peaked at 10,300 and 3,800, respectively, in 2016. Still, since 2005, the share of single-
family homes owned by a landlord has doubled, from 10% to 21%. The balance of duplex 
ownership has also shifted away from owner occupation. In 2005, 59% of duplexes were 
occupied by their owner.8 Fifteen years later, 47% are. 
 While aggregate home values citywide declined by 15.7% from 2005 to 2020, landlords 
of these properties increased their aggregate holdings by 22.2%, or $781 million, in real dollars. 
 The rapid decline in owner-occupancy beginning in 2006 allowed landlords from all 
locations to increase their holdings. However, landlords headquartered in the City of 
Milwaukee continued their decades long decline in share of the rental market. In 1990, 71% of 
rented houses were owned by a Milwaukee-based landlord, falling to 63% in 2005. As of 2020, 
just half of rented houses are owned by a landlord with a Milwaukee address. Owners from the 
Milwaukee suburbs increased their holdings from 21% of all rented houses in 1990 to 29% in 
2005 and 30% in 2020. By far the greatest proportional increase has come from out-of-state 
landlords. From 2005 to 2020, landlords based outside Wisconsin grew their share of the home 
rental market from 5% to 14%—an increase of 4,700 properties. 
 Out-of-state owners are also the only category of landlords who have managed to grow 
their holdings in recent years, as owner-occupancy rates began to recover. From 2018 to 2020, 
the number of owner-occupied houses increased by nearly 1,300. Suburban landlords lost over 
600 properties and city-based landlords lost over 800. Meanwhile, owners from outside 
Wisconsin added nearly 1,300 houses to their portfolios.  

In recent years, large corporate landlords—frequently from states like Florida, Texas, 
and California—have aggressively entered Milwaukee’s housing market. Like their local 
counterparts, out-of-state buyers in the early years of the housing crisis were commonly 
individual investors purchasing houses previously owned by financially distressed homeowners. 
This acquisition model became less productive as foreclosures gradually abated over the course 
of the 2010s. Instead, out-of-state owners now buy most of their properties from other, more 
locally based landlords. For instance, in 2010 I calculate that out-of-state buyers purchased 
about 600 houses previously owned by owner-occupiers and 250 from local landlords. In 2020, 
landlords based outside Wisconsin bought about 250 previously owner-occupied houses and 
over 560 from local landlords.9 

 
7 I exclude properties owned by banks, nonprofits, and the City of Milwaukee from this count. 
8 It is likely that many duplex owner-occupiers live in one unit and rent out the other. 
9 I calculate these figures by identifying the ownership status of the property in the year prior to the sale. It is 
possible that an intermediate owner—such as a bank—was involved. 



 
 Thanks to the growth in large corporate landlords—both those headquartered in 
Wisconsin and those elsewhere—ownership of Milwaukee’s rented houses is consolidating. My 
analysis of tax records identified only two landlords owning more than 100 single family homes 
or duplexes in 2005. Neither of them owned more than 110. By the end of 2020, at least 10 
landlords owned at least 100 of these houses, and the largest owned nearly 400. Out-of-state 
owners have helped drive this consolidation. In 2010 none of the largest 20 landlords were 
located outside Wisconsin, but by 2020, six were.  
 The first out-of-state investors in Milwaukee housing during the Housing Crisis were 
often individual investors buying a relatively small number of properties. For example, a San 
Francisco investor named Nazz Wang purchased 24 Milwaukee properties in 2015, sometimes 
under her own name but usually through Sudden Valley LLC.10 According to real estate 
transaction reports filed with the Wisconsin Department of Revenue, she paid $717,375 for 19 
single family homes, four duplexes, and one 10-unit apartment building. While a few properties 
were bought in package deals, most were single purchases from a variety of owners including 
local landlords, various banks, a local nonprofit, and—in one case—the City of Milwaukee. Like 
many out-of-state investors, Wang reported purchasing all these properties with cash. That 
flexibility may have contributed to the remarkably good deal she got. At the time, the city 
assessed those properties as worth $1,533,800, which is over twice what Wang (and Sudden 
Valley LLC) paid for them. 

 
10 We know that Sudden Valley LLC belongs to Nazz Wang not only because it uses the same apartment as she 
does, but also because Nazz Wang has transferred properties to Sudden Valley using transfer exemption code 15S, 
which covers transactions “between a limited liability company and one or more of its members.” 



 Wang and Sudden Valley LLC would go on to purchase 54 properties in Milwaukee, 
making them one of the largest out-of-state landlords operating in the city. However, they have 
been dwarfed by the out-of-state corporations who have entered more recently. The largest 
and most aggressive of these is Ohio-based VineBrook Homes, operating in Milwaukee as VB 
One LLC. After entering the Milwaukee market in late 2019, they rapidly expanded throughout 
2020—buying almost five houses a week, on average. They ended the year with 235 single 
family homes and 15 duplexes, all bought with cash. In total, VineBrook Homes spent 
$21,274,536 through December 31, 2020. 
 VineBrook Homes’ initial acquisitions in 2019 were from a set of LLCs based out of a 
Manhattan, New York address. Since then, they’ve bought widely from banks, individuals, local 
landlords, and (in three cases) the Secretary of Housing and Urban Development. They show no 
signs of slowing down. From January to mid-March 2021 they purchased about 90 more 
Milwaukee properties. In early February of 2021, VineBrook Homes announced the acquisition 
of 1,866 more single family homes across “seven new markets in Alabama, Georgia, North 
Carolina, and South Carolina, in addition to VineBrook’s existing twelve markets in the Midwest 
and Heartland.”11 As of February 1st, the company owned 11,166 single family homes. SEC 
Filings from December 2020 showed that VineBrook Homes Trust, Inc had sold $266,674,920 in 
an exempt-securities offering with a total offering amount of $1,085,000,000.12 
 

 
 

11 VineBrook Homes, LLC, “VineBrook Homes Announces Acquisition of 1,866 Homes; Expands Operations Into 
New Markets,” News release, (February 10, 2021). 
12 VineBrook Homes Trust, Inc. Form D (filed December 2, 2020). 



Milwaukee is likely only just beginning to feel the effects of large corporate ownership 
of its rented houses (as opposed to apartment buildings). In interviews or public statements, 
several of Milwaukee’s largest out-of-state corporate landlords have expressed plans to quickly 
double, triple, or even quadruple their Milwaukee portfolios. As the next two sections discuss, 
large scale institutional investment in single-family homes has existed for about a decade, but 
Wall Street-affiliated investors have only recently adapted their business model to target cities 
like Milwaukee.  
  



Section 4: National SFR investment, compare and contrast with Milwaukee 
 To conceptualize the single-family rental (SFR) market since the Housing Crisis, it’s 
helpful to divide it into at least two groups. The first is comprised of smaller individual 
investors. The second is made up of large corporate or “institutional” landlords.  

Nazz Wang is a particularly successful member of the former group, but many of them 
own just a few houses. Small-time property investors are not new. Mom-and-pop landlords 
have dominated the rental home market for decades. However, recent research has found that 
the sector gained interest among a wider range of wealthy individuals as a direct reaction to 
the quantitative easing policies adopted by the Federal Reserve in response to the global 
financial crisis. Unusually low interest rates lowered the value of traditional investments and 
caused wealthy individuals to seek higher returns in real estate. “Areas with high-earning, 
knowledgeable, risk-seeking investors experienced higher investment in the local housing 
markets.”13 This particular study only analyzed investment by wealthy individuals in their own 
home metros, but it seems clear that some wealthy investors realized they could reap even 
higher returns by investing in low cost markets in other parts of the country. From 2005 to 
2015, the number of Milwaukee houses registered to owners in California more than doubled, 
Florida landlords more than tripled their holdings, and Texas ownership quintupled. 

Research shows that some individual investors do quite well for themselves.14 Smaller 
landlords still own the vast majority of the market, but this is changing. From 2011 to 2013, 
institutional investors purchased approximately 350,000 houses across the United States.15 
They purchased homes from banks, at foreclosure auctions, and from the federal government 
who came to own enormous numbers of homes through Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac.16 Many 
of these investors simply saw an opportunity to buy low and sell high. But others saw a new 
opportunity to create massive, geographically distributed portfolios of rental properties. In 
doing so, they created a new securitized financial asset class, bought and sold by Wall Street 
investors.17 The industry leader is Invitation Homes, a publicly traded real estate investment 
trust originally funded by The Blackstone Group. By the end of 2018, Invitation Homes owned 
over 80,000 houses.18 
 As of September 2020, Amherst Capital estimates that institutional investors own 
268,000 SFRs. This is still just 2% of the total number of rented single family houses, but it 
represents rapid growth.19 “In less than a decade, this industry went from nonexistent to a new 
asset class with over $30 billion of invested capital.”20 Moreover, SFR investment is not spread 
evenly across the country. Early investors primarily targeted metropolitan areas across the 

 
13 Carlos Garriga, Pedro Gete, and Athena Tsouderou, “Investors and Housing Affordability,” (February 12, 2021). 
14 Walter D’Lima and Paul Schultz, “Residential Real Estate Investments,” Journal of Real Estate Finance and 
Economics, 18 June 2020. 
15 Raymond, Elora Lee, Richard Duckworth, Benjamin Miller, Michael Lucas, and Shiraj Pokharel. “From Foreclosure 
to Eviction: Housing Insecurity in Corporate-Owned Single-Family Rentals.” Cityscape: A Journal of Policy 
Development and Research, 20 no. 3 (2018). 
16 Aaron Glantz, Homewreckers (New York: HarperCollins, 2020), 151-153. 
17 “U.S. Single-Family Rental – An Emerging Institutional Asset Class,” Amherst Capital, November 2016, 9. 
18 Greg Colburn, Rebecca J. Walter, and Deirdre Pfeiffer, “Capitalizing on Collapse: An Analysis of Institutional 
Single-Family Rental Investors,” Urban Affairs Review (2020), 21. 
19 Sandeep Bordia, Jasraj Vaidya, and Aleksandra Firstenko, “2021 Market Outlook”, Amherst Capital, 43. 
20 Colburn, 11. 



Sunbelt. An analysis of data from 2017 estimated that the largest three institutional landlords 
“owned over 10% of SFRs in the Tampa Metropolitan Statistical Area (MSA), just over 7% in the 
Atlanta MSA and nearly 6% in Phoenix.”21 
 Institutional SFR investors focused on the Sunbelt because they wanted properties in 
metros with growing populations and more recent housing stock, which minimizes repair and 
maintenance costs. In 2016, Amherst Capital concluded, “that institutional buyers have focused 
on homes built after 1978, likely, to avoid possible exposure to lead paint. That’s in stark 
contrast to most other investor types and individual owner-occupants. Only 13% of the large 
institutional investors’ purchases are homes built <1979, while comparable numbers for other 
investors/owner occupants exceed 50%.”22 
 This likely explains why Milwaukee was passed over in the initial wave of institutional 
investment. The city’s population is generally stagnant and most of its houses are old. Large 
investors have focused on considerably more valuable real estate markets. For instance, 
Invitation Homes invests an average of $226,000 per home, American Homes 4 Rent $181,000, 
Tricon American Homes $157,000, and Front Yard Residential $147,000.23 By contrast, 
VineBrook homes reported an average total investment of $76,000 across its nationwide 
portfolio (they appear to spend a bit more in Milwaukee).24 
 Institutional investors vary from their smaller counterparts in more than size. For one, 
they are generally vertically integrated, providing all of their management and even repair 
services in-house. Even though Sudden Valley LLC is one of the largest individual out-of-state 
landlords in Milwaukee, Nazz Wang still needs to contract with local property managers.25 In 
contrast, VineBrook Homes “is vertically integrated with over 200 professional employees 
staffed across our markets in acquisitions, construction management and property 
management roles.”26  

Institutional landlords are much more sophisticated buyers of properties. For one, they 
nearly always use cash, having raised their needed financing from capital markets. According to 
Amherst Capital, fewer than half of individual investors buy with cash, while “the cash-buying 
rate for institutional investors is much closer to 100%.”27 Beyond simply having access to better 
financing, large institutional buyers are also better able to cheaply identify target properties. In 
their own investment activities, Amherst Capital describes using proprietary models to winnow 
a list of 130,000 properties down to just 4,000 for physical inspection, of which 1,500 were 
purchased.28 One former executive described the goal of similar technology this way, “How 
quickly can we make an offer so we could tie up a property? If we could do it within minutes of 
it listing, that was a value-add that technology would create, allowing us to get competitive 

 
21 Colburn, 4. 
22 “U.S. Single-Family Rental – An Emerging Institutional Asset Class,” 42. 
23 Colburn, 21. Statistics as of December 31, 2018. 
24 “The Single-Family Rental Opportunity,” NexPoint, 4. Average value as of June 30, 2020. 
25 Nazz Wang, “BP Podcast 148,” BiggerPockets, Podcast transcript, November 12, 2015.  
26 BreAnn Stephenson, “VineBrook Homes Adapts to Challenging COVID-19 Landscape,” National Real Estate 
Insurance Group, August 4, 2020. 
27 “U.S. Single-Family Rental – An Emerging Institutional Asset Class,” 15. 
28 “U.S. Single-Family Rental – An Emerging Institutional Asset Class,” 19. 



advantage at quick-acquiring properties just through our speed of evaluation and 
underwriting.”29 

Technology also aids in the management of properties. The scholar Desiree Fields 
describes the new breed of investors as “automated landlords.” She documents the ways 
corporate landlords have used smart home technologies to minimize contact with properties, 
digital programs to encourage tenants to perform their own maintenance, and surveillance 
apps to track and monitor employees in the field. Accumulating massive amounts of data can 
also guide management decisions, Fields’ research recounts: “the former director of repairs and 
maintenance operations for one SFR company explained how an analysis of maintenance 
requests at different rent levels motivated a decision to equip properties renting at lower rates 
with fewer amenities, because the data showed they tended to generate more maintenance 
requests.”30 

Milwaukee did not initially meet the investment profile of this new breed of large 
institutional landlords—a fact which did not discourage hundreds of individual investors, with 
little or no connection to the city, from snatching up thousands of houses. Beginning in the late 
2010s, a set of institutional landlords seem to have recognized what the individual investors 
knew all along. Despite Milwaukee’s stagnant population and old housing stock, it’s possible to 
make large profits here. In fact, landlord profits in Milwaukee are quite possibly among the 
highest in the nation. 
  

 
29 Desiree Fields, “Automated landlord: Digital technologies and post-crisis financial accumulation,” EPA: Economy 
and Space 0, no. 0 (2019): 10. 
30 Fields, 15. 



Section 5: Landlord profits 
 Perhaps counterintuitively, rentals are actually most profitable in poor neighborhoods. 
This is because rents do not decline proportionately with home values. Consider the difference 
between Invitation Homes and one of Milwaukee’s corporate investors, Highgrove Holdings. As 
of December 31, 2018, Invitation Homes had invested $226,000 in their average home and 
charged an average monthly rent of $1,735.31 In other words, gross rent for a house occupied 
year-round amounted to 9.2% of the total investment. Highgrove Holdings is a housing investor 
based out of Torrance, California. It ended 2020 with 121 properties in Milwaukee and plans to 
build a portfolio of about 1,100. Highgrove buys everything from single family homes to small 
apartment buildings, but it specializes in duplexes. Through 2019, it spent an average of 
$35,000 per property, including rehabilitation.32 Typical rent for one of these Highgrove 
duplexes runs $750 per unit. Over the course of one year, an individual tenant would pay 25.7% 
of the total investment. If both units were fully rented for an entire year, Highgrove would 
receive gross rents equaling 51.4% of the investment. 
 Landlords operating in neighborhoods with very low property values are quick to claim 
that high rents are justified by the high costs of operating in these neighborhoods. Certainly, 
there can be extra costs, although sometimes those costs may be a direct consequence of the 
housing insecurity caused by higher rents. I calculated that Highgrove has filed evictions against 
its tenants at 2.8 times the citywide average. It has received code violations at 2.3 times the city 
average. 
 Still, research shows that the extra costs of owning units in poor neighborhoods don’t 
come close to erasing the high profit margins available to landlords. Matthew Desmond and 
Nathan Wilmers studied this issue in their 2018 article “Do the Poor Pay More for Housing? 
Exploitation, Profit, and Risk in Rental Markets.” Their study used national data from the Census 
Bureau’s 2012 U.S. Rental Housing Finance Survey and Milwaukee-specific data from 
Desmond’s own Milwaukee Area Renters Study (2009-2011) and the Milwaukee Rental 
Property Owners Survey (2015). First, they measured “renter exploitation” as “the ratio of 
annual rents from all rental units over property value.”33 In Milwaukee, they found, “Rental 
units in neighborhoods with less than 15% poverty rates have exploitation rates around 10%. 
There, rents sum to the value of property in around 10 years. But in high-poverty 
neighborhoods, those with 50%-60% poverty rates, exploitation more than doubles as annual 
rents amount to 25% of property values.” In Milwaukee neighborhoods, a 10-point increase in 
poverty rates predicted a 2.2 percentage point increase in renter exploitation. National data 
saw a similar, but smaller effect. Even controlling for poverty rates, in both the Milwaukee and 
national data, rents increased as a share of home values by 0.8 percentage points for every 10% 
increase in the Black share of the population. “Renters in poor and predominantly black 
neighborhoods do pay more for housing, relative to its property value. Poverty has a 
particularly large association with exploitation in Milwaukee, but the same general pattern 
holds nationally.”34 

 
31 Colburn, 21. 
32 “Milwaukee, WI,” Highgrove Holdings Management, LLC, accessed April 15, 2021. 
33 Matthew Desmond and Nathan Winters, “Do the Poor Pay More for Housing?” American Journal of Sociology 
124, no. 4 (2019), 1096. 
34 Desmond and Winters, 1103-5. 



 Gross revenues are clearly much higher for landlords in poor neighborhoods, but do 
they incur proportionally more expenses? Desmond and Winters used landlord survey 
responses and administrative records to calculate landlord profits. They account for regular 
expenses, such as “mortgage payments, property taxes, property insurance, utilities, and 
property management”; standard maintenance and repair expenses; and more infrequent large 
repairs, including “improvements to roofs, furnaces or heating systems, water heaters, 
plumbing system, painting jobs,” etc. They conclude: 
 

After accounting for all expenses, nationwide the median rental unit located in a 
poor neighborhood yields $98 in profits, compared to only $3 in middle-class 
neighborhoods and $49 in affluent neighborhoods. Across the United States, 
landlords operating in poor neighborhoods enjoy median profits double those of 
landlords operating in affluent neighborhoods. In Milwaukee the median rental 
unit located in a poor neighborhood produces a monthly profit of $151, after all 
expenses, while those in nonpoor neighborhoods, owing to large mortgage 
payments, make $21.35 
 

 Desmond and Winters speculate that, “[t]he perceived risk that may help drive higher 
profits in poor neighborhoods may also help ensure they remain high by preventing investors 
from flocking to this market segment.”36 Many potential investors are likely unaware of the 
high profits to be had in poor neighborhoods. Moreover, there is a potential reputational cost 
to being seen as profiting off the poor. Desmond’s Milwaukee research was conducted before 
the entrance of large institutional buyers. It is possible that these new investors have solved 
both problems. Their adept use of data analysis allows them to identify highly profitable 
opportunities, and their physical distance from the city allows them to avoid the consequences 
of any local negative reputation they might develop. In fact, the increasing use of securitized 
capital funding means that the ultimate investors in these properties may be completely 
unaware of the specifics involved.37 
 The figures discussed above only consider landlord profitability from rents. Another 
important source of income is property appreciation. A recent working paper by Andrea Eisfeldt 
and Andrew Demers, “Total Returns to Single Family Rentals,” considers profits from both 
sources. They find that in national aggregate, over the long run roughly half of landlord profits 
come from rents and half from capital appreciation. However, there is a big difference in 
sources of profit in different kinds of markets. “High price tier city-years have lower rental 
yields, but higher capital gains, or house price appreciation. Low price tier city-years have 
higher rental yields and lower capital gains.”38 Rental income is more predictable than increases 
in property value, making it a more reliable income stream. 

 
35 Desmond and Winters, 1107-8. 
36 Desmond and Winters, 1118. 
37 Ryan Dezember, “If You Sell a House These Days, the Buyer Might Be a Pension Fund,” The Wall Street Journal, 
April 4, 2021. 
38 Andrea Eisfeldt and Andrew Demers, “Total Returns to Single Family Rentals,” NBER Working Paper Series, 
December 2015, revised February 2021, 2. 



 Using zip code level data from the real estate data company CoreLogic, they calculate 
that net rental yields are highest in the cheapest zip codes of the cheapest metro areas. Rental 
yields in the poorest quintile of zip codes in the cheapest quintile of metros are about 2.5 times 
larger than yields in the richest zip codes of the wealthiest metros. Property values tend to 
increase the most in wealthier metros, but within metros appreciation is highest in the poorest 
zip codes.39 This likely reflects the gentrification of formerly working-class neighborhoods in 
cities with booming economies. Combining both kinds of landlord profits, Eisfeldt and Demers’ 
calculations show that profits from SFR investment in the poorest parts of urban America 
exceed that of investment in most parts of the wealthiest cities. 
 The findings of the Desmond/Winters and Eisfeldt/Demers papers are consistent and 
convincing, as far they go. Rents are more profitable in poor areas. But those profits may be 
even larger than past research would indicate. 
 Eisfeldt and Demers calculated that SFR landlords operating in the cheapest parts of the 
country likely saw annual net rental yields of 8.2%, compared with 3.3% in the most expensive 
zip codes. My analysis of property transactions, market-rate rents, and management expenses, 
suggests that the large out-of-state landlords who’ve invested in Milwaukee since the Housing 
Crisis are likely making even higher profits. This is because the division of zip codes into 
quintiles by metropolitan areas obscures the extreme profitability of landlords in truly poor 
neighborhoods. The 20th percentile zip code by home value in the Milwaukee metro had a 
typical value of $165,000 in 2020. The median zip code within the first quintile had a typical 
home value of $129,000.40 Meanwhile the average single-family home owned by a landlord in 
the City of Milwaukee is worth about $75,000. In a place as economically segregated as 
Milwaukee, categories this broad miss the important variation Desmond documented between 
rich and poor neighborhoods within the city. 
 Using parcel data from the City Assessor’s office, I selected the nine largest identifiable 
owners of Milwaukee houses headquartered outside Wisconsin.41 All of them entered the 
market after the peak of the Great Recession. At the end of 2020 they collectively owned 989 
properties, including 670 single family homes, 268 duplexes, and 34 (typically small) apartment 
buildings. 
 I modeled each landlord’s estimated profitability as follows: 

• I collected rental estimates from a model based on rental listings of nearby similar 
properties. I compared these estimates with actual rental listings and found that they 
were typically accurate within 10%, with no systematic error in either direction. I 
calculated gross rents for each landlord by multiplying each property’s monthly rent by 
12, then multiplying that by 0.935 to match the citywide rental vacancy rate of 6.5%. 

• I found the amount spent by each landlord to purchase his/her properties using the 
Wisconsin Department of Revenue’s real estate conveyance records (RETR). A small 
number of properties were purchased before RETR filings become available (2015). In 
those cases, I imputed the purchase price based on City Assessor records. 

 
39 Eisfeldt and Demers, 32. 
40 Based on the Zillow Home Value Index, https://www.zillow.com/research/data/  
41 I excluded two landlords who own large condominium complexes which functionally operate as apartment 
buildings. 



• I based my calculations of landlord expenses on a formula developed by the real estate 
data firm CoreLogic.42 I calculated property taxes based on the 2019-2020 tax rate and 
2020 assessed values. I used CoreLogic estimates for insurance (0.35% of property 
value) and maintenance (17.5% of rent), but adjusted CoreLogic’s estimate of 
management expenses upward from 8% to 10.9%. This is based on a comparison of fees 
from Milwaukee-based property management companies. 
Net revenue is simply gross revenue minus total expenses. The CAP, or “capitalization,” 

rate is net revenue as a percent of purchase price. The table below shows these statistics for 
each landlord. Importantly, I don’t attempt to model various landlord expenses which may vary 
considerably by landlord or for which I simply don’t have good data. I don’t account for legal 
fees, debt or initial rehabilitation expenses when properties are acquired. Some landlords often 
make some improvements after purchasing them (more on this below). Some of these 
landlords may have occupancy rates below the citywide average. These expenses would 
decrease the net revenues estimated below.  

On the other hand, corporate landlords like VineBrook Homes and Highgrove Holdings 
are vertically integrated. They provide management and maintenance in-house, presumably at 
a cheaper price than they would pay contracting with a property management agency. What’s 
more, additional charges like late fees and withholding of security deposits are also a significant 
source of revenue for some institutional landlords.43 I also make no attempt to calculate capital 
gains, which are doubtlessly significant for some landlords—particularly those who bought 
before the recent upswing in home values. 
 

 
 

 
42 Eisfeldt and Demers, 39. 
43 Francesca Mari, “A $60 Billion Housing Grab by Wall Street,” The New York Times Magazine, March 4, 2020. 



 The trend is strikingly clear from the data above and the graph below. Being a large 
landlord in Milwaukee is remarkably profitable, and the cheaper the properties invested in, the 
more profit one stands to make. Consider the difference between WS18 and Sudden Valley 
(Nazz Wang’s company, described above). WS18—along with a sister LLC named MKE Estates—
owns 10 single family homes, 26 duplexes, and 8 apartment buildings. Many of its properties 
are located in student housing neighborhoods like the Upper East Side. Its average single family 
home or duplex is worth over $200,000. I estimate that its annual net revenue constitutes 
“only” 6.5% of the company’s initial investment. 
 Compare that to Sudden Valley. Its average single family home or duplex is worth about 
$66,000. I estimate Sudden Valley’s annual net revenues total about a fifth of the price Nazz 
Wang paid for her properties. 
 The three major institutional landlords included on this list vary in their estimated 
profitability mainly because they have targeted different kinds of properties. VineBrook Homes 
and SFR3 both focus mostly on single family homes in the $80-$90,000 range. As discussed 
above, Highgrove Holdings prefers duplexes in cheaper neighborhoods. In 2020, its median 
duplex was assessed at $38,200 and typical rent for one unit was $750 per month or $1,500 for 
the whole building. VineBrook’s median single-family home was worth $85,300—more than 
twice the value of a Highgrove duplex—but, at $1,150/month, typical rents were still less than 
what a Highgrove duplex could expect to gross when fully rented. 
 The extra expenses of renting a duplex account for some of this difference. Duplexes 
have twice the appliances and twice the tenant volatility. So far, Highgrove has been almost 
twice as likely to evict its tenants as VineBrook. But even if Highgrove invests in improving the 
properties, the company is still hugely profitable. Assume that Highgrove doubled its up-front 
investment by spending as much improving the properties as purchasing them, and that it only 

achieved an occupancy rate of 
80%. It would still achieve a 14.8% 
CAP rate (given the other expenses 
estimated above). 
 The amount of money spent 
on rehabbing rentals properties 
varies widely depending on the 
business model of the landlord in 
question. Milwaukee Capital’s 
history of accumulating 
Department of Neighborhood 
Services code violations at more 
than five times the citywide 
average for landlords suggests that 
they spend little on improving 
their properties. There is a long 
history among some urban 
landlords of “milking” properties 
by allowing properties to 
deteriorate while still extracting 



rents—ultimately allowing the buildings to become uninhabitable.44 In Milwaukee, some 
landlords using this business model simply stop paying their property taxes and allow the city to 
foreclose on the properties.45 
 Other landlords who do invest in the city seem to keep rehabilitation prices quite low. 
Highgrove Holdings, for instance, advertised an average total investment per Milwaukee 
property of $35,000, including the purchase price. Recently, the company raised its maximum 
investment to $75,000.46 In a document for prospective investors, VineBrook Homes reported 
an average rehab investment of $16,000 per property across its entire portfolio as of June 30, 
2020.47 Assuming it invested the same amount in Milwaukee would lower its profit rate here to 
7.2 percent of its total investment. 
 Renting to poor and working-class Milwaukeeans is a profitable business model. The fact 
that wealthy investors with seemingly no other connection to Wisconsin are choosing to buy 
hundreds of houses here is evidence of that. Tenants of these landlords pay rents far in excess 
of those paid by middle class renters as a share of property value. The rent-to-value ratio is 
skewed in such a way that many renters would save hundreds of dollars per month as 
homeowners. 
  

 
44 Duncan Kennedy, “The Effect of the Warranty of Habitability on Low Income Housing,” Florida State University 
Law Review 15, no. 3 (Fall 1987), 485. 
45 Cary Spivak and Kevin Crowe, “As fines pile up, problem landlords buy more homes with cash—and 
neighborhoods pay the price, “ Milwaukee Journal Sentinel, April 23, 2016. 
46 Cary Spivak, “Out-of-state corporate landlords are gobbling up Milwaukee homes to rent out, and it's changing 
the fabric of some neighborhoods,” Milwaukee Journal Sentinel, April 15, 2021. 
47 “The Single-Family Rental Opportunity,” NexPoint, 4-8. 



Section 6: The cost of homeowning versus renting 
 Simply measuring rents as a share of home values at various price points suggests that 
people renting low-value properties are getting a bad deal. But homeowners incur a variety of 
expenses which don’t necessarily decline with home value. To test the relative monthly housing 
cost of homeowning versus renting, I modeled cost of homeowning in Milwaukee as follows: 

• Mortgage assumptions 
o 5% down payment 
o 4% APR 
o 30 year term 
o 1% private mortgage insurance 

• Utilities 
o City water/waste, $200/quarter 
o I don’t include energy utilities because these are not typically included in 

contract rent for a house in Milwaukee 
• Other expenses 

o Property taxes at 2.607% annually 
o Maintenance expenses as 17.5% of estimated property rent, the figure used by 

CoreLogic to estimate landlord maintenance expenses 
o Homeowner’s insurance, $1,000/year 

 
I applied this model to all the houses owned by the large out-of-state landlords in this 

study, as well as a random sample of about 2,000 other houses in Milwaukee. For all properties 
I also obtained individual market-rate contract rent estimates based on specific property 
characteristics and nearby rental listings. This analysis strictly considers the monthly cost of 
housing. It does not consider equity accumulation, which is obviously a major reason people 
choose to become homeowners. 

Even without taking home equity into consideration, I estimate that most Milwaukee 
renters of single-family houses would save money each month if they owned that property 
instead of renting it. Even some renters of a unit in a duplex could save money every month if 
they owned the entire duplex.  

Each dot in the graph below is a house in Milwaukee. The x-axis shows 2020 assessed 
home values, ranging from houses worth little more than $10,000 to houses worth $300,000. 
The y-axis shows the modeled cost of homeowning minus the estimated contract rent for each 
housing unit. Homeowning is more expensive than renting in dots above the dashed line and 
cheaper than renting in dots below the line. 

The average rented single-family home in Milwaukee is worth $75,000. Using a 
regression model, I calculate that the typical renter of a single-family home worth $75,000 pays 
$1,139 per month in rent. As a homeowner, I estimate they would pay $912, thereby saving 
$227 each month, or $2,724 over the course of year. The same model predicts someone renting 
a $50,000 single family home would save over $350 per month as a homeowner. 
 



 
 These numbers are not purely hypothetical. At least one nonprofit in Milwaukee exists 
to help renters in exactly this situation buy houses. Acts Housing has helped over 2,500 families 
buy homes, assisting with 860 rehabs along the way.48 According to their executive director 
Mike Gosman, “The math is very compelling. A lot of people are just unaware of the fact that 
they might be able to save $300 or $400 a month through home ownership. . . Typically, 
families who purchase one of the distressed homes have total costs of $650 per month. It is 
very common for us to have families spending $900, $1,000, $1,1000 a month to rent. And 
frankly, they’re renting places that are not decent.” 
  

 
48 “About,” Acts Housing, accessed April 15, 2021. 



Conclusion 
 The problem with Milwaukee’s housing for low income and working-class residents is 
not, fundamentally, that people are poor. It’s that poor people are paying a higher price for that 
housing, thanks in part to a surge of out-of-state investors hoping to maximize their profits. The 
limited options imposed by racial segregation only compounds the problem for Black 
Milwaukeeans. This is not a situation that was caused by the out-of-state investors I’ve 
described above. It was already true a dozen years ago when Matt Desmond was doing the 
research that became Evicted. The entrance of large out-of-state institutional investors simply 
reflects the broadening awareness of that fact. Now investors from anywhere can get in on the 
action without ever meeting a tenant or even visiting the city. Tens of millions of dollars 
extracted from Milwaukee renters leave the state each year. 
 The good news is that many Milwaukee renters are spending enough to pay for a higher 
quality of living. The problem isn’t a lack of resources. It’s that much of what Milwaukee renters 
spend on housing leaves the city without improving it. Milwaukee can be a city where a couple, 
each earning $15 an hour, can afford to buy a home and raise kids, while building equity and 
living with neighbors whose lives aren’t made chaotic by chronic housing insecurity. 
Homeownership is not a solution for everyone, but it could be a solution for thousands of 
Milwaukee workers currently paying higher rents. Acts Housing already makes this a reality for 
about 200 households each year. To compete with the ambitions of the new institutional 
investors and to claw back some of the loses from the Great Recession would require 
multiplying efforts like this several times over. 
 Part of the solution is education—helping tenants understand their options in 
Milwaukee’s housing market. But that requires actively providing those options. Neither banks 
nor realtors make much money off small-dollar home sales. Someone paying $1,000/month in 
rent might be able to easily afford a $650 monthly payment as a homeowner but struggle to 
save the down payment needed to buy a $50,000 house. And home loans that include money 
to rehabilitate houses in excess of the appraised value are complicated to obtain. This is an area 
where nonprofits and charitable foundations could step up. As Acts Housing demonstrates, 
these services can be provided in a cost-effective way. 
 There are number of noteworthy recent efforts aiming to increase homeownership in 
Milwaukee. The Department of City Development has introduced a block grant program for 
down payment assistance.49 Bader Philanthropies is partnering with Milwaukee Habitat for 
Humanity to build 80 homes in the Harambee neighborhood.50 A recent Journal Sentinel article 
listed over a dozen community organizations offering various services for prospective 
homebuyers ranging from financial counseling to help with repairs.51 
 The growing size of landlords and their ability to quickly complete transactions with cash 
suggests another important role large nonprofits could play. Landlords who leave the industry 
often sell their properties in bulk deals with other landlords. Ideally, well-funded local 
foundations would be prepared to spend, for example, a million dollars acquiring 30 houses 

 
49 “Milwaukee Home Down Payment Assistance Program,” Department of City Development, City of Milwaukee, 
accessed April 15, 2021. 
50 “With a Raise-The-Wall Even, Habitat For. Humanity Launches its Effort in Milwaukee’s Harambee 
Neighborhood,” Bader Philanthropies, Inc., April 8, 2021. 
51 Abby Ng, “Interested in buying your first home in Milwaukee?,” Milwaukee Journal Sentinel, August 7, 2020. 



from a landlord exiting the market. Such a nonprofit could then bring the buildings up to code 
and sell the properties to owner-occupiers, a land trust, or some other responsible owner. Deep 
pockets are needed to play this role in the housing market, but it would not necessarily need to 
be a money-losing proposition.  

The success of large corporate landlords in profitably managing large portfolios of 
single-family houses and duplexes suggests that new models of fair renting could also be 
possible. A large portfolio mitigates risk by spreading it over many units. A landlord not 
motivated by maximizing profits could use this advantage to offer much lower rents. 

In 2019, the Census Bureau estimates that Milwaukee renters of single-family houses 
(including condos) paid about $372 million in rent, which was 19.1% of the total property value 
of those homes. Large corporate investors have discovered the lucrative nature of this housing 
market. The money is there. It is possible to preserve and expand affordable homeownership in 
Milwaukee, but it will take concerted action to do so. 
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Appendix 1 
The following boxplot shows when common Milwaukee home styles were constructed.  

 

 
 
 The maps beginning on the next page show the locations of these styles across the city. 
Style descriptions are closely adapted from definitions provided by the City Assessor’s office. 
The statistics are as of April 2020.



 

Smaller 1, 1.5, or 2 story homes with two living units, the lower unit 
often partially below ground level. These are sometimes called 
“Polish Flats” or “English Basement Cottages.” 
 
Duplex cottages are often found in the Near South Side and the 
Riverwest neighborhood. They are less common elsewhere in the city 
and are almost entirely absent in neighborhoods built after World 
War I. 
 
Total: 1,700 
Average year: 1895 
Share of total: 1% 
 
 
 
Small, plain single family dwelling, usually one story, generally built 
before 1934. Cottages often exhibit minimum construction standards 
(“economy”) resulting in narrow boxy exterior appearance with little 
or no ornamentation, low pitch roof, few window openings, low 
basement wall height, simple floor plan with small rooms, minimal 
closet facilities and electrical outlets, softwood trim and often 
inadequate plumbing facilities for today’s standard of living. 
 
Cottages are strewn throughout the old working class neighborhoods 
of Milwaukee. 
 
Total: 4,000 
Average year: 1989 
Share of total: 3% 
 
 
A two-unit residence built before 1945. Each unit has a separate 
entrance, kitchen, and usually separate full baths. The archetypal 
Milwaukee duplex consists of an upper and lower unit with side-by-
side doors facing the street. Thousands of were built in a ring around 
Downtown Milwaukee during the first two decades of the 1900s.  
 
This map and statistics include a small number of triplexes as well. 
Milwaukee triplexes are often retrofitted duplexes with a third unit 
added to the attic. 
 
Total: 14,200 
Average year: 1908 
Share of total: 11% 

Duplex Cottage

Cottage

Duplex Old Style



 
 

 
 

This is a general category consisting of all single family residences 
generally built before 1935 and not qualifying as a Colonial, a Tudor, a 
Mansion, a Cottage, or Milwaukee Bungalow. 
 
Total: 15,800 
Average year: 1908 
Share of total: 12% 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
A two-family residence generally characterized as having one and 
one-half stories, or two stories, most with attics. The characteristics 
and extra features are the same as those of Milwaukee Bungalows. 
 
Some two story models have two front doors and two stairways, 
while others have only one front door with a rear and/or side door. 
 
Bungalow duplexes and Bungalows were the house of choice during 
the Roaring Twenties, collectively making up 71% of (still standing) 
homes built during the decade. 
 
Total: 9,400 
Average year: 1925 
Share of total: 7% 
 
 
A single-family residence generally characterized as having one and 
one-half stories or one story and attic. They often have extra features 
such as a bay at the front and side; rock face concrete block 
foundation walls; a gable or hip roof (Jerkin Head roof is common); 
boxed or exposed joist roof overhang; and a roofed porch with 
masonry piers across the front. 
 
Other features could include a sunroom, piano windows, artificial 
fireplace and dining room with buffet or china cabinets. 
 
Total: 10,900 
Average year: 1925 
Share of total: 9% 

Milwaukee Bungalow

Bungalow Duplex

Residence Old Style



 
 

 
 

A single-family residence displaying at least several of the following: 
masonry or masonry/frame; steeply pitched gables; arched 
windows/doorways; entryway, one story usually with steep gable & 
may have curved roof line; half-timber trim on gables and/or 
dormers; exterior fireplace chimney frequently located in front & 
highly visible; leaded glass; ornamental stone trim around doors 
and/or windows. 
 
Milwaukee’s Tudor homes are grouped in small dense clusters 
 
Total: 700 
Average year: 1931 
Share of total: >1% 
 
 
 
A one story and attic or a one and one-half story residence that may 
have dog house dormers, extra gables, or shed dormers. They were 
generally built after 1934. True Cape Cod dwellings are single-family 
and must have a finished attic or half story area. 
 
Like Bungalows after World War I, Cape Cod homes were the house 
of choice for everyday homeowners after World War II. Built about 20 
years later, they form a concentric ring around the Bungalow Belt. 
 
Total: 18,600 
Average year: 1950 
Share of total: 15% 
 
 
A two or two and one-half story, single-family residence, generally 
built without an attic. Typically, a Colonial has a living room, dining 
room, kitchen and half-bath on the first floor. A full bath and the 
bedrooms are usually located on the second floor and the stairway is 
usually centrally located. 
 
Colonial homes have enjoyed the longest period of popularity of any 
Milwaukee home style. They are present in some of the oldest 
neighborhoods of the city (like the Upper East Side) and also in some 
of the newest (the Far Northwest Side). 
 
Total: 6,000 
Average year: 1956 
Share of total: 5%

Tudor

Cape−Cod

Colonial



 
 

 
 

Any two-unit residence not qualifying as a townhouse, built in or after 
1945. New Style Duplexes have separate entrances, kitchens, and 
generally separate full baths. Commonly, New Style Duplexes exhibit 
different exterior building material, or at least differently colored 
siding between the upper and lower units. 
 
This map and accompanying statistics include a small number of 
triplexes as well. 
 
Total: 6,800 
Average year: 1956 
Share of total: 5% 
 
 
 
 
A one story residence that does not have any useable half story or 
attic area. They are generally single-family residences built after 1934. 
 
Ranch homes make up a quarter of all Milwaukee’s houses. By 1953 it 
had surpassed Cape Cod as the most popular new home style in 
Milwaukee. It held the number one spot until the late 1980s. 
 
Total: 31,300 
Average year: 1956 
Share of total: 24% 
 
 
 
 
 
A two or two and one-half story, side-by-side two unit residence. 
Townhouses make up just 1% of Milwaukee’s houses. They are 
sprinkled in developments across the city. 
 
Total: 1,700 
Average year: 1971 
Share of total: 1% 

Duplex New Style

Ranch

Townhouse



Appendix 2 
 I use the City of Milwaukee Assessor’s Master Property File (MPROP) to calculate 
ownership statistics. The MPROP data consists of one row for every parcel in the city and about 
90 columns of information about each property. I determine owner-occupancy by comparing 
the property owner’s mailing address provided for tax purposes with the address of the parcel. 
If the addresses match, I code the property as owner-occupied. I code a property as landlord-
owned if it is (1) a residential property (excluding apartment buildings), (2) not owner-occupied, 
(3) not owned by the City of Milwaukee or a nonprofit, (4) not owned by a bank. I use the 
number of units in a property to define its housing type. This appears to eliminate 
uninhabitable properties which are coded as having 0 units. 

 This method of identifying landlord-owned properties closely matches citywide 
estimates of renter-occupied housing units from the Census Bureau’s American Community 
Survey. Using administrative records, rather than Census estimates, allows for a much more 
granular analysis. This graph shows the share of homes owned by a landlord in each aldermanic 
district. 

 



The following table shows MPROP-derived owner-occupancy statistics by year for the 
city as a whole. 

 



Appendix 3 
 This table shows the number of properties by kind of ownership across the city. 

 



 These graphs show the number of properties owned by an out-of-state landlord in each 
aldermanic district. 
 

 
 

  



Appendix 4 
 The following table contains a description of each of the largest 9 identifiable out-of-
state landlords of houses in Milwaukee. I excluded a couple out-of-state landlords who operate 
condominium complexes as apartment buildings. All statistics are as of December 31, 2020. 
Details about each owner are based on reporting done by Cary Spivak of the Milwaukee Journal 
Sentinel. Quotations are from his article, “Out-of-state corporate landlords are gobbling up 
Milwaukee homes to rent out, and it’s changing the fabric of some neighborhoods” (April 15, 
2021). 

Map of properties Facts Details 

 

VineBrook Homes 
 
Local name: VB One LLC 
 
Properties include:  

• 235 single family 
homes 

•  15 duplexes 

Based out of Dayton, Ohio, 
VineBrook Homes is a rapidly 
growing real estate company 
with over 10,000 properties 
in 14 states. 

 

Bulldog group 
Local names: Bulldog Ridge 
LLC, Bulldog Ridge II LLC, 
NSBS Group LLC, Atkinson 
Ventures LLC, Muskego 
Ventures LLC 
 
Properties include: 

• 108 single family 
homes 

• 54 duplexes 
• 11 apartment 

buildings 
• 5 others 

All these companies are 
based out of the Chicago 
area and are connected to 
Matt Janko, who also owns 
rentals in Chicago. 
 



 

Highgrove Holdings 
Local names: Residential 
Properties Resources Fund, 
Residential Properties 
Resources Fund II, Copper 
Kettle LLC (formerly) 
 
Properties include: 

• 35 single family 
homes 

• 76 duplexes 
• 4 apartment buildings 
• 6 others 

Highgrove Holdings is based 
out of Torrance, California. 
According to CEO David 
Tomblin, Highgrove plans to 
buy 300-400 more properties 
in Milwaukee this year, 
ultimately building a portfolio 
of 1,100 rentals. 

 

Milwaukee Capital/SCV 
Ventures 
Local names: Milwaukee 
Capital, Milwaukee Capital 
Properties, SCV Ventures, 
SCV Ventures 2 
 
Properties include: 

• 66 single family 
homes 

• 45 duplexes 
• 1 apartment building 
• 3 others 

These companies are 
headquartered in Houston, 
Texas and Palm Beach, 
Florida. They are owned by 
Sergio Pejoves, who “owns 
more than 276 rental 
properties in two markets, 
according to his LinkedIn 
page.” Many of the 
Milwaukee properties were 
previously owned by Devin 
Harris’ company Divine 
Momentum. 

 

SFR3 
Local names: SFR3, HVL97-
Mke-2017 Iceman LLC 
 
Properties include: 

• 87 single family 
homes 

• 8 duplexes 
 

Another national company, 
“SFR3 now owns about 4,000 
properties in at least two 
dozen metro areas and hopes 
to own more than $2.6 billion 
worth of properties by 2024, 
according to the company’s 
web page.” They were 
founded by some Silicon 
Valley employees who have 
worked for Google and Uber. 



 

ING Properties 
Local names: ING Properties 
One, ING Properties Two 
 
Properties include: 

• 64 single family 
homes 

• 29 duplexes 
• 2 apartment buildings 

ING Properties is connected 
to Miroslav Ciric, a 
businessman who lives in 
Arlington, Virginia. He is the 
owner of a limousine 
transportation business 
serving the Washington, D.C. 
area. 

 

Sudden Valley 
Local names: Sudden Valley 
LLC 
 
Properties include: 

• 36 single family 
homes 

• 10 duplexes 
• 8 apartment buildings 

Sudden Valley belongs (at 
least partly) to a San 
Francisco-based investor 
named Nazz Wang. She 
described investing in 
Milwaukee because it was 
near her parents’ home in 
Chicago in an interview with 
the BiggerPockets Podcast 
(episode 148). 

 

WS18 / MKE Estates 
Local names: WS18 LLC, MKE 
Estates LLC 
 
Properties include: 

• 10 single family 
homes 

• 26 duplexes 
• 8 apartment buildings 
• 3 others 

Both these companies are 
connected to the same real 
estate investor based in 
Chicago. Unlike the other 
landlords on this list, most of 
their properties are located 
in some of the city’s more 
pricey neighborhoods, like 
the Upper East Side. 



 

Peachmore 
Locale names: Peachmore 
LLC, Alan Schapiro, Liqun 
Schapiro 
 
Properties include: 

• 29 single family 
homes 

• 5 duplexes 

Liqun Schapiro lives in 
Rancho Cucamonga, but she 
decided to invest in 
Milwaukee after searching 
investment opportunities 
across the country. In an 
interview with Cary Spivak, 
she said she is planning to 
sell her portfolio to 
Highgrove Holdings. 

 
 

  



Appendix 5 
 For Milwaukee homes worth less than $100,000, rents vary little in comparison with 
home values. The graph below shows home values compared to modeled market rate rents. It 
includes the single family homes owned by the nine landlords in this study as well as a 
randomly chosen sample of Milwaukee properties. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 The table below shows the results of an OLS regression of property value (C_A_TOTAL) 
on monthly rent for the same set of single family homes shown in the above scatterplot. The 
coefficient is statistically significant but small in effect. The model estimates that average rent 
for a $40,000 house would cost $1,056, while rent for an $80,000 house would cost $1,136. 
 
=============================================== 
                        Dependent variable:     
                    --------------------------- 
                         monthly_unit_rent      
----------------------------------------------- 
C_A_TOTAL                    0.002***           
                             (0.0001)           
                                                
Constant                    975.802***          
                              (8.069)           
                                                
----------------------------------------------- 
Observations                   1,241            
R2                             0.166            
Adjusted R2                    0.165            
Residual Std. Error     101.655 (df = 1239)     
F Statistic          246.452*** (df = 1; 1239)  
=============================================== 
Note:               *p<0.1; **p<0.05; ***p<0.01 
 

  



Appendix 6 
 

 To compare the cost of homeowning with the cost of renting houses in Milwaukee I 
modeled homeowner costs as described in Section 6. As described in Appendix 5, I modeled 
costs for a sample including the houses owned by the nine landlords in this study as well as a 
set of randomly drawn Milwaukee properties. For each property I calculated the net cost of 
homeowning versus renting by subtracting modeled homeowner costs from estimated rents. 
The scatterplot below shows how those results vary for single family homes and duplexes by 
property value. Negative values on the y-axis indicate that homeowning has a cheaper monthly 
cost than renting. The model does not take into account equity accumulated by homeowning. 
 

 
 

 The table below shows results of OLS regression models of the correlation between net 
owner costs and home value for (1) single family homes and (2) duplexes. The model estimates 
that, on average, homeowning is cheaper on a monthly basis for single family homes worth less 
than $117,700. For duplexes, homeowning is cheaper for houses worth less than $76,000, but 
this does not take into account any rental income received from the second unit. 



 
 


